ACROSS
1 Restaurant’s special supporter unpopular around Greek port (3, 3, 3)
10 “Cara mia” is foreign language (7)
11 Cheese boxes hold sweet treat (7)
12 Emergency groups’ small amount of power in coal beds (4, 5)
13 Stagger backward, putting out third joint (5)
14 Nibble doughnut with someone who missed an appointment (2-4)
16 Obey me: retreat within 24 hours (2, 2, 1, 3)
19 Entree is fresh oatmeal and piece of fruit (4, 4)
20 Exercise in two ways (4-2)
23 Smallest baseball team constrained by permit (5)
25 Actor rebuffed hotel people at a reunion (4, 5)
27 Drunken bikers consuming Wyoming’s premier beer (7)
28 Playwright having love for dog (7)
29 Western sharpshooters pursuing this and that (3, 8)

DOWN
2 Group of stores is taken aback by a beast (5)
3 Bread is, yes, constitutional (5, 4)
4 Naked boy supports the Tar Heels (6)
5 Bonehead carries finest old mineral (8)
6 Suggest First Lady lies about Oklahoma (5)
7 Pop singer stirred libations (4, 5)
8 Extolling the virtues of peeled fruit (6)
9 Plant takes up little room (6)
15 Be vigilant -- jerk is hanging around university (4, 5)
17 Prepared his masque, feeling sick to the stomach (9)
18 Life or Something Like It review: “Amazing! Excellent!” (8)
19 Rock album I spot in California (6)
21 Gasp at really empty storage area (6)
22 Backer’s representative approaching average hip-hop artist (6)
24 English art gallery has bit of Scottish flavor (5)
26 Person who writes a bad check in Helsinki terminal (5)
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